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TODAY’S AGENDA
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• Employer, Tenant and Landlord Objectives 

• The Violence Risk Landscape Today

• Risk Factors for Violence 

• Best Practices for Handling Orders of Protection

• The Violence Prevention Approach



EMPLOYER, TENANT AND LANDLORD OBJECTIVES 

The landlord’s connection to workplace violence

Violence stems from an 
interaction among the 
individual, the situation, 
the setting and the 
target or victim

Possible 
Targets or 

Victims

The 
Individual

The 
Setting

The 
Situation
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Presentation Notes
3. Employee/Employee or Employee/Contractor: The subject is a current or former company employee or contractor who threatens or attacks another current or former employee or contractor in the workplace.4. Personal Relationship: The subject does not have a relationship with the company, but has a personal relationship with an company employee, including domestic violence that affects the workplaceThe SettingThe social climate of the person of concern and the extent to which it either tolerates, facilitates, or deals effectively with concerning behaviors.FacilitiesThis Act is intended to assist employers in protecting their workforces, customers, guests, and property by limiting access to workplace venues by potentially violent individuals.



EMPLOYER, TENANT AND LANDLORD OBJECTIVES 

Landlord costs of failing to address 
concerning behaviors

• Litigation 

• Insurance

• Sabotage

• Reputation damage

• Loss of confidence
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Increasingly, property owners are at riskThe issue is duty and foreseeability – and that is becoming more likely given the growth of violence.A landlord is held responsible for an injury on the rented premises if it can be shown that the landlord or his agent was somehow negligent in maintaining the property, and that the negligence in doing so was the proximate cause of the injury.



THE VIOLENCE RISK LANDSCAPE TODAY

Corporate risks of workplace violence

• Risk of active assailant events
continues

• Vulnerability strategies have
traditionally focused on
catastrophic events such as
hurricanes and terrorist attacks 

• Active shooter mitigation and prevention is 
part of the risk profile planning for a growing 
number of corporations
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Risk and the impact on the overall corporate profitability  is now including active assailantsCompanies such as Dave & Buster’s Entertainment Inc., Del Taco Restaurants Inc. and Stratus Properties Inc., a Texas-based real-estate firm, added references to active-shooter scenarios in the “risk factor” section of their latest annual reports, according to an analysis of Securities and Exchange Commission filings. The Cheesecake Factory Inc. has included it in its past four annual reports.



THE VIOLENCE RISK LANDSCAPE TODAY

Relevant statutes

• Illinois Workplace Violence Prevention Act

• Illinois Domestic Violence Act

• The Illinois Workman’s Compensation Act

• OSHA

• The Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA)
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OHSA  Under the General Duty Clause of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, employers can be cited if there is a recognized hazard of workplace violence in their establishments and they do nothing to prevent or abate it.Employee Assistance Programs: A Duty to Warn When an employee or contractor has been referred to an Employee Assistance Program (EAP), the security director should ensure that the HR department making the referral is aware that a therapist has a “duty to warn” prospective victims that they are at risk of falling prey to some violent act. “The discharge of this duty may require the therapist to … warn the intended victim or others likely to apprise the victim of the danger, to notify the police or to take whatever steps are reasonably necessary under the circumstances.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-patient-privacy/2016/07/28/315cd31e-5368-11e6-bbf5-957ad17b4385_story.html



RISK FACTORS FOR VIOLENCE 

Restraining orders, orders of 
protection and physical security

An order of protection is often a signal that 
an employee is facing a situation that could 
affect the workplace

A workplace order of protection is further 
concern for the work force
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The correlation is clear – the risk of violence increases with an order of protectionWhy is not as clear – traditional thought is that a victim of DV does not obtain an OP until they are convinced they can no longer manage the threat aloneThis Act is intended to assist employers in protecting their workforces, customers, guests, and property by limiting access to workplace venues by potentially violent individualsHowever, it may well shift the risk to the landlord – as the premises become engaged in the OP.



RISK FACTORS FOR VIOLENCE 

Common problems with 
orders of protection

• Lack of communication and awareness

• Hesitation to get involved

- Belief that it is someone else’s responsibility
- Belief that behavior is an isolated incident
- Belief that duty/loyalty is owed 

• Hesitation to escalate
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Type III - Worker on Worker:The perpetrator is an employee or former employee; andThe motivating factor is usually related to interpersonal or work-related disputes.Type III incidents occur when an employee or former employee assaults or attacks his or her current or former coworkers or supervisors. These incidents often take place after a series of increasingly hostile behaviors from the perpetrator. Type III violence accounts for about 7% of all workplace homicides.Type IV - Personal Relationship:Generally perpetrators are not employees or former employees of the affected workplace;The conflict is a spillover of domestic violence into the workplace; andThe targets are women more often than men, although both male and female co-workers and supervisors are affected.



BEST PRACTICES FOR HANDLING ORDERS OF PROTECTION 

Establish key parameters for information

• Access rights

• Specific protections – ensure building is 
included, not just tenant offices

• Advance notice of termination

• Identification shared with security staff
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HANDLING ORDERS OF PROTECTION 

Standardize protocols at the building security level

• Encourage employees and tenants to 
report protective orders to HR and Security  

• Establish policies on how those reports will 
be managed and shared

• Ensure notice when the place of 
employment is reflected in the order

• Monitor facility access attempts, 
increase presence based upon risk 
and threat

• Document all known instances that 
violate the order of protection

• Maintain awareness of social media 
statements regarding the facility  

• Coordinate with your CPD business 
liaison or the local police jurisdiction
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You have your security measures in placeYou have conducted your vulnerability assessmentsManaging to the OP is a bit of a different animal



BEST PRACTICES FOR HANDLING ORDERS OF PROTECTION 

Preventive efforts by management and landlords

• Implement workplace training for staff and tenants

• Conduct joint training with tenants over the
technical responses and facility security

• Train receptionists, post security and client facing employees to 
recognize and report early warning signs 

• Engage in quarterly discussions specific to active threat and security
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Gathering the facts of each situation.Taking steps to ensure the workplace remains safeEnsuring there is an impartial, fair and objective review.Determining a course of action in a timely manner.



THE VIOLENCE PREVENTION APPROACH

Shared ownership and information

• Focus on a safe workplace - not just employee 
management

• Open lines of communication

• Share reporting and documentation protocols

• Plan for management and reduction of threats 

• Maintain a global perspective

• Adhere to consistent application of policies
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There is no way to completely prevent attacks against employees—whether by a colleague, client, or stranger – sound practices help reduce the risk



THE VIOLENCE PREVENTION APPROACH

Ongoing engagement

• Routine meeting cadence

• Agreed threat identification protocols

- Site Security Officer (SSO)
- Tenant Human Resources
- Tenant Legal Counsel
- Landlord Legal Counsel (if needed)

• Additional members internal and
external as required – e.g. local police
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Ensure the global perspective continuesRisk assessment



QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION
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Debra Kirby, Esq.
Senior Vice President, Operations
debra.kirby@hillardheintze.com
312.229.9809
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